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Bringing Your Magic Into The World
VIDEO SUMMARY



Bringing Your Magic Into The World
Video 1:

One more week after this one then everyone moves from the small room into the Main 
Hall where you can continue to practice

Continue with daily cards when you move into the Main Hall

Next level is Shared Wisdom and you will be informed when that starts

This module is an invitation to look deeper into your experience and everything you’ve 
learned up to this point

Time to take an inventory of your evolution from Observer to Manifester

Invitation to go back to earlier posts and recognize how you’ve changed as a result of 
being in Personal Mastery

Can you see how synchronicity has shown up for you in a personal and more  
consistent way?

In Oracle School you start to recognize the flow of things and are not as attached to  
an outcome

How many times did your birds change during the meditations?

What kind of birds have shown up?

Can you trace what they mean by looking at the progression?

How have they interfaced with you when you’re working with the content?

What kind of bird shows how you’ve moved to a new layer and level of understanding  
and awareness?

Remember you came here to claim your Unique, Authentic and Inspired Life, open to 
your own magic, and connect to the magic of the Universe, using Oracle Cards as the 
tool to help you get there
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Start to see how much deeper, vaster and wider your understanding of Oracle Cards  
has become

See correlation between what you feel, see, symbolism of cards and notice in your  
outer world

Integral relationship between you, visible world and causal world

Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video invites you to take an inventory of your experience so 
far in Personal Mastery through reviewing your posts, meditation 
experience, relationship with your Oracle Cards, and what is being 
reflected to you in your outer world.

THE VIDEO ALSO BRIEFLY DISCUSSES THE 
PROCESS OF WHAT WILL HAPPEN AT THE 
CONCLUSION OF THIS FINAL MODULE.
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